PUBLIC NOTICE

It is to inform to all the concerned that it has been decided by GOI/DCI to give relaxation of the criteria u/s 5(b) of the DCI Screening Test Regulations, 2009, namely, obtaining an “Eligibility Certificate from DCI to all those applicants whose applications for appearing in the ensuing Screening Test have been received up to 28.2.2017, as one time measure, provided they fulfill the following major terms and conditions amongst the others as prescribed in the DCI Screening Test Regulation, 2009:-

1. The duration of the said foreign UG/PG dental qualification should be at par with the Indian Universities
2. The said course should be full time and regular.
3. The said UG/PG dental qualification should be recognised by the respective country for the purpose of practicing dentistry.
4. Minimum criteria of admission should be at par with Indian universities

In view of the above, all the concerned applicants who have completed their foreign UG/PG dental qualification without obtaining Eligibility Certificate as per section 5(b) of the Screening Test Regulations, 2009, prior to their admission in foreign dental institutions/universities, and are willing to recognise their said foreign UG/PG dental qualification as per provision of DCI Screening Test Regulations, 2009, may apply to DCI for appearing in the ensuing DCI Screening Test examination for the purpose of recognition of their said foreign UG/PG dental qualification. Their application along with above details/documents and examination/application fee as prescribed in the DCI Screening Test Regulations, 2009, for the purpose, should be reached to DCI office, latest by 28.2.2017.

The applicants who already have applied for appearing in the DCI Screening Test along with above documents/details but their applications have been rejected due to the reasons known to them, may again apply on the prescribed application. However, they need not to send their documents/details and examination/application fee, again if they already have sent with their application.

It is made it clear that no any application or request shall be considered by DCI, in any circumstances, if the same is received by DCI after 28.2.2017.

Sd/-
Secretary
DCI

Dated: 8.2.2017
By Speed Post / Email

No.V.12025/88/2016—DE (FTS: 3060733)
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF HEALTH & FAMILY WELFARE
(Dental Education Section)
Nirman Bhawan, New Delhi


To

The Secretary,
Dental Council of India,
Aiwan-E-Galib Marg, Kotla Road,
Temple Lane, New Delhi – 110002.

Sub: Approval of One time exemption of “Eligibility Certificate” in the eligibility criteria for appearing DCI Screening Test – regarding

Sir,

I am directed to refer to your letter No. DE-147-2015/1631 dated 30.3.2016, letter No. DE-147-2015/18348 dated 30.3.2016, letter No. DE-147-2016/12704 dated 25.01.2017 on the subject cited above and to say that the Central Government has decided to give relaxation, of the criterion u/s 5(b) of the DCI Screening Test Regulations, 2009 namely obtaining an “Eligibility Certificate” from DCI, to all those applicants whose applications for appearing in the ensuing Screening Test have been received up to 28.02.2017, as a one time measure, provided they fulfil the following major terms and conditions amongst the others as prescribed in DCI Screening Test Regulation, 2009:

1. The duration of the said foreign UG/PG dental qualification should be at par with the Indian University.
2. The said course should be full time and regular.
3. The said UG/PG dental qualification should be recognised by the respective country for the purpose of practicing dentistry.
4. Minimum criteria of admission should be at par with Indian University.

In view of above, DCI is requested to take necessary steps, including giving wide publicity of the above mentioned onetime relaxation, so as the need to resort to such relaxation does not arise in future.

Yours faithfully,

(Pradip Kumar Pal)
Under Secretary to the Government